
Authors OnMission - Guaranteed book Sales
and Reviews

Authors On Mission stands as an unwavering pillar of support for every entrepreneur
and business visionary aiming to imprint their mark in the non-fiction realm. From
the intricacies of publishing and editing to the art of ghostwriting and robust
marketing strategies, we provide an all-encompassing service suite. Let’s decode
some of the frequently posed questions about our offerings:

What does Authors OnMission represent?

Authors On a Mission reviews is more than a publishing house; it's a movement
dedicated to championing authors in crafting, launching, and promoting their



literary masterpieces. Since our inception in 2014, we've proudly overseen the birth
and success of over 500 titles, with many gracing bestseller lists.

What’s the review target formy book upon launch?

At the outset, we aim to harness 10-15 reviews for your book. These initial reviews are
paramount in attracting discerning readers and cementing the credibility of your
work.

Do I hold all proprietary rights to my creation?

Unequivocally, yes. The copyright and all associated print and reproduction
privileges remain under your purview. Your work, your rules.

HowdoAuthors OnMission bolster the promotional
endeavors ofmy book?

Our marketing blueprint at Authors On Mission is comprehensive and goal-driven.
Initiatives span from the strategic Amazon Bestseller Campaign, targeting pivotal
early metrics, to personalized marketing collaterals for varied platforms. Beyond the
launch phase, expect your title to resonate with its core audience and secure a firm
foothold in the market, thanks to our meticulously crafted strategies. And for those
seeking a bespoke marketing touch, we’ve got an array of specialized packages,
such as podcast bookings, tailored to individual needs.

Is Authors on aMission scam?

No. At Authors On Mission, transparency and genuine service are our guiding
principles. Don’t take our word for it; explore the myriad success stories from our
clientele who transformed their literary dreams into tangible bestsellers under our
aegis.
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